1. BASIC FOUNDATIONS OF AMERICAN GOVERNMENT
A. Can you define what is meant by “Unalienable Right?”
B. Can you define what is meant by “The Constitutional Right to Conscience?”
C. Can you explain the only decision that the Supreme Court is allowed to make regarding an
unalienable or conscience right?
2. CIVIL RIGHTS vs. CONSCIENCE AND RELIGIOUS RIGHTS
A. Can you explain why religious rights trump civil rights Constitutionally?
B. What did our Forefathers, the Constitution, and the Declaration of Independence reveal
about the “Right to Conscience” versus Civil Laws?
3. THE GAY COUPLE vs THE CHRISTIAN BAKER
A. Can you provide examples where even most liberals would not force a public
accommodation for a baker, florist or photographer, videographer, or other service
provider?
B. Can you explain why the Supreme Court should have no choice but to decide in favor of
the Christian baker in the up-coming case?
4. MIDEAST PEACE:
A. Can you explain the biggest difficulty with the “Two-State Solution” of Israel?
B. Can you define the differences between a religion and a theocracy?
C. Can you explain why there can be no lasting peace until Medina Islam is recognized as a
theocracy rather than simply a religion?
5. ISLAM’S INCOMPATABILITY WITH DEMOCRACY
A. Can you give five reasons why Islam IS NOT primarily a religion?
B. Can you explain any (of at least 20) of the hidden truths of Islamic teaching and the
corresponding half-truths that most NON-VIOLENT Muslims tell?
C. Can you explain how Muslims are sometimes protected from criminal prosecution in
America and Europe?
D. Can you explain how hijra, abortion, population jihad, and “taqyyia sharia” are slow but
effective means to Islam’s sedition and world domination.
E. Can you explain how it is possible to love Muslims while Constitutionally declaring war
on the Theocracy of Islam that slaughters innocent people?
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6. HATE SPEECH AND FREE SPEECH
A. Can you explain the good, necessary, and beautiful Constitutional role of hate speech?
B. Can you explain why hate speech is not, and should never be, illegal Constitutionally?
C. Can you explain where the growing, popular idea that “hate speech is not covered by the
Constitution” has come from?
D. Can you explain why the current Football National Anthem protests ARE NOT protected
free speech?
E. Can you explain how, why, or when someone would have the right to disrupt, distract
from, or belittle another employee’s job responsibility?
7. EDUCATION
A. Can you identify the one component missing from all failing schools that is present in all
successful schools?
B. Can you identify the main issue that will ensure the continued failure of Americas
troubled school and ethnic neighborhoods regardless of money, good teachers, or teacher
accountability?
C. Do you know America’s ranking in the world concerning behavior and violence in our
secondary schools?
8. GUN RIGHTS
A. With today’s sophisticated and powerful military weaponry, is there any justification for
the 2nd Amendment right to bear arms against a treasonous government?
B. Can you explain how American gun violence is related to the failure of America’s
Educational system?
9. ABORTION
A. Granting other arguments for abortion, can you explain why “a woman’s right to her own
body” is not a truthful or valid argument?
B. Can you explain why unlimited abortion rights inevitably means killing a newborn?
C. Can you explain why abortion is primarily the result of pride and depraved indifference to
human life?
10.

THE TRUTH OF SEPARATION OF CHURCH AND STATE
A.
B.

Can you explain the misunderstandings and misapplications of the SEPARATION OF
CHURCH AND STATE in our modern culture?
Can you explain the legality of government prayers in Congress and State Legislators?

C.
D.

Can you explain how Jesus and Judaism taught the separation of Church and state?
Can you explain the differences in religious sharing, promotion, and establishment?

11.

FORGIVENESS, OBAMA, AND RELIGIOUS OBLIGATION IN AMERICAN LAW
Can you explain how the erroneous modern culture of “Forgiveness,” as misunderstood by
President Obama and hundreds of millions of misinformed Christians, has:
A. Negatively influenced America’s War policies resulting in needles additional deaths of
American soldiers?
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B.
C.
D.

Confused the Separation of Church and State concepts?
Helped to destroy our Student responsibility and behavior in the American school system?
Been corrected by General Norman Shwarzkopf’s accurate forgiveness concepts lesson?

12. USA SHARIA COMPLIANCE
Can you explain how both Houses of Congress (as well as college and government leaders)
are accepting and promoting sharia and abandoning protection of Constitutional freedom
of speech by:
A. Signing Senate Resolution 118 (April 2017, all 100 Senators)?
B. Sponsoring/Introducing House Resolution 257 (April 2017, Introduced)?
C. Falsely identifying Islam as primarily a religion and as a Religion of Peace and
propagating the seditious lies of Islam?
D. Refusing to protect 525,000 young female citizens and immigrants from the savage and
barbaric mutilation of their genitals in the name of Allah?
E. Supporting only one religion as un-insultable?
F. Refusing to vigorously protect Constitutionally free hate speech, free offensive speech,
and the free speech of so called “Islamophobias?”
G. Promoting political correctness as more important than the actual lives of Americans?
H. Allowing barbarians and savages to kill our children for cartoons, jokes, beliefs and
offence and allowing them to continue to prey on innocent victims without consequence?
I.
How Obama betrayed our Constitutional values by his
i. Promotion and teaching of Islam above all religions?
ii. UN speech?
iii. Unconstitutional references to Pastor Terry Jones of Florida?
iv. Response to terrorism at Fort Hood?
v. Response to terrorism in the US Army’s Afghanistan Koran Burning incident?
vi. Silence on Muslim Brotherhood Sharia classes across the US?
vii. Silence on Draw Mohammed Day (Molly Norris) and possible FBI Collusion in ISIS
attempted assassination of Pamela Geller at Texas Muhammed Art and Cartoon
Contest?
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